SALCOMBEYAWL I9
HERON
Built 1951. Fully rebuilt

200718 by Stones Boatyard,
East Portlemouth, Salcombe
Owned by John Smithers and Pete Hughes

In 2003 our plan was simple...the two of us would buy

a

Yawl, refurbish it to full racing spec and sail it in the Blue fleet.

John had always been a keen racer and wanted a reliable
competitive boat, and Pete an avid spectator in recent times
wanted a good looking Yawl (particularly the declcs!) Five
years on we are both happy!

Our search started with older boats in the fleet needing
some TLC. Only one really caught our eye but another
purchaser was quicker off the mark. A call from Scratch
Hitchen led us to Jim Stone who, having moved to Canada,
had decided to sell his long term project.Jim had builtJohn's
previousY 143 so we wandered what we would find when
we arrived at the lock up garage in East Prawle in late 2004.
What we saw was very different to those seen before, to say
the least. Yl9 had last seen the water in 1972: all that
remained was the clinker hull completely stripped of paint
and varnish; there were no decks, no centreboard box, no
shoe, no rig and no fittings! Well we had agreed we wanted
a refurbishment project but this was going well beyond what
we had imagined. Needless to say a sale was agreed and on
lst January 2005 we trailed it back to Chichester so as to
give us time to think what we Were going to do with it.
Through Jim we got talking to his son Tristan at Stones
Boatyard, and to their shipwright John McShea. All three
were super enthusiastic about the proiect.A price could be
worked out for the decks, paintwork, fittings and rig but
understandably

refurbishment

we would have to take the risk on the
of the hull. The Yawl was trailed down to

Stones Boatyard in summer 2006, breaking several planks and
ribs on the way.This hull was seriously brittle...would it ever
sail again we wondered.

Work began and the extent of the job quickly became
evident.The keel was rotten, the transom was of very poor
timber, many planks were split and a lot of the ribs were
broken or undersized. Despite their poor condition each

element of the hull crucially provided the template for its
replacement. Each piece was taken out one at a time,
reworked in new timber and then replaced. By this process
the shape remained identical which was clearly paramount.
Every piece of timber that could be saved was, but in the end
four planks to each side and about half the ribs were all that
could structurally be retained.

With the base hull refurbished, the internal woodwork

and

decking began.The hull has an extra ordinary degree of both
rocker and sheer; and John at Stones developed a unique
layout of flowing curves between the centreboard box,
centre thwart and side seats.Two substantial bulkheads were
installed to ensure the hull would be rigid and able to take
the loads of a new racing rig.As we were essentially building
from scratch, the position of the mast and centreboard pivot
was debated endlessly.Their standard position in new boats
was not a reliable indicator as the hull shape was so different
from new designs, and the position of the centreboard slot in
the old keel plank had no regard to the set up of a modern
rig. Whilst Tristan and Jim were very decisive where they
should be positioned, we were having nightmares that if the
positions were wrong theYawl would not perform properly
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